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Expert level:
The award to the specialists who've made tremendous contributions to advancing in Clinical Pathology. It is the most prestigious award of the complete conference and is tagged as scientific service Achievement award. The eligibility standards for accomplishing this award is that one ought to have minimal of 20+ years of experience in the relative area in public or non-public quarter. The receiver of this award must have a dedicated fascination and ought to take initiative in learning the current trends and traits closer to the related topics. You can nominate deserving of the award via on line.

Professional Level:
The Award for professional or academic studies activity acquired in Clinical Pathology research subject in the public or non-public region for professionals having research information at 10+ years inside the subject of Clinical Pathology with most applicable accomplishments. Part-time studies experience would remember as pro-rata. It is calculated starting from the date whilst you obtained the (first) degree entitling you to embark on a doctorate (both inside the u . S . Wherein the diploma turned into acquired or in the us of a wherein the researcher is recruited), even supposing a doctorate turned into in no way commenced or envisaged. You can nominate deserving of the award through on-line.

Scholar Level:
The conference gives Scholar Level Award for the upcoming scientists, researchers and professionals having 10+ years research enjoy in the subject of Clinical Pathology. Our convention would love to provide high-quality platform to increase your community by means of sharing your research know-how at degree. Presentation consists of 25-half-hour of oral speak at the scientific research subjects based at the subject of the conference at the side of five minutes panel discussions. You can nominate deserving of the award thru online.

Women Scientist:
Our Conference presents a completely unique platform for girls scientists for presenting modern-day studies tasks with an in-intensity evaluation. We cordially invite girls scholars and scientists from Universities/ industries to who have 10+ years of research experience to enroll in the forum. We are satisfied to inspire our ladies scientist’s contributors through studies awards and offer help for women students in career development and research guidance thru our collaborations. Women Scientist can nominate deserving of the award thru online.

Outstanding speaker:
This award is recognizing for character who will present their initiatives, strategies, and schemes which have been carried out to improve lengthy-time period excellence in Clinical Pathology. You can nominate deserving of the award through on line.

Best Keynote Speaker:
This award is acknowledges for nice Keynote speaker who will present their tasks, strategies, and schemes that have been applied to enhance long-term excellence in Clinical Pathology. In case you have been showed as keynote presenter from this system supervisor, you can nominate someone deserving of the award via on line.

Best Poster Presentation:
Student Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and recent graduates to give their authentic research. All universal abstracts could be supplied at the poster sessions all through the convention. Conference Series targets at setting a platform for all of the budding scientists and researchers to provide their real-time work and share their views and factors associated with the subject of the conference. You can nominate a person deserving of the award thru on line.

Outstanding Thesis:
This award is recognizing for Masters/Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis work Presentation who will present their projects and thesis that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in the field of clinical pathology. You can nominate deserving of the award through online. /Ph.D./Post Doctorate thesis paintings Presentation who will gift their